Feeling the crunch

$665,713 may be cut from TESC budget

by Linda Gwilym

The looming threat of budget cuts, in the state's higher education system, has forced Evergreen's administration to come up with a detailed plan for up to a 5% reduction of funding in the next school year.

Governor Booth Gardner has warned schools to prepare for a possible 2.5% cut in appropriations that would be effective December 1, 1991. It won't be known until mid-November whether the cuts will actually take place on Dec. 1.

The plan was initiated after a gloomy financial forecast was announced by the state Office of Financial Management (OFM) in September. The OFM gave warning that the state's public colleges and universities should prepare for cuts. If November's quarterly revenue forecast continues to fall below expectations then the reductions will be ordered by the governor.

Yesterday, Oct. 16, the TESC administration detailed $665,713 (the 2.5% plan) that could be cut by the December 1 deadline. The Office of Financial Management also asked for a 5% plan, which may be effective by the end of the 1991-92 academic year (2.5% by Dec. 1, 1991, plus another 2.5% by July 1, 1992). The 2.5% cuts proposed by the administration are as follows:

Academics: $413,364
Finance and Administration: $178,108
Student Affairs: $31,100
Office of President: $43,141
Total cuts: $665,713

The 2.5% and 5% plans go to the TESC Board of Trustees on Friday for approval. The meeting is open to the public and will be held in Library 3109 from 3 to 5 pm.

The final version of the school's reduction plans are due in the state Office of Financial Management by October 25.

Information for this article was contributed by many different sources. Linda Gwilym is a member of the CPI staff.

Pres. candidates cut

by David McCaffery

The Presidential Search Disappearing Task Force (DTF) made the first round of applicant cuts Monday Oct. 14. Roughly 40 applications were chosen to move on to the next stage of review and an estimated 40 applications dropped.

According to DTF chair Nancy Taylor, "Things went well in the Monday meeting and we're enthusiastic about the quality of the applications." The DTF will make more cuts in their next meeting on October 30.

Prior to the Monday meeting the DTF had broken into four small groups to determine which applications could be dropped.

The applications were judged upon the degree to which they fulfilled the qualifications for president set forth in the Evergreen presidential candidate flyer. Each application consists of a resume, a statement describing the candidate's educational philosophy, and a statement concerning the issues of diversity within the college curriculum and community.

The qualifications set forth in the Evergreen presidential candidate flyer are:

1) A distinguished record of scholarly, artistic, or professional achievements (a doctorate is preferred but not required);
2) A commitment to collaborative interdisciplinary learning;
3) An understanding of the importance of an alternative educational process of collective self-governance;
4) An ability to work within a multicultural community and support a curriculum which recognizes issues of gender, class, ethnicity, and sexual orientation;
5) An understanding of the importance of student affairs and its role in a college, including a strong commitment to student retention;
6) A commitment to increasing access for all people to higher education, especially for students of color, the physically challenged, adult learners, and the economically disadvantaged;
7) A record of successful experience on the administrative and implementation, budget, and affirmative action;
8) An ability to work with the college's elected representatives as well as the executive and legislative branches of the government;
9) An ability to work on the board to translate policy into actions, and to communicate in a proactive way the concerns of the broader college to the community;
10) An understanding of and familiarization with, the fund-raising strategies;
11) An ability to work positively with union members and leadership.

In Monday's meeting, the small groups presented their selected applications to the whole group.

While applications are being rejected, new ones are still coming in.

As the DTF continues to select applications, the Evergreen community at large will be denied information about the applicants until the list of candidates has been selected and turned over to the Board of Trustees.

Sarah Bradley, graduate student representative to the DTF, said, "Hopefully if we stay on schedule the candidates will be made public in February.

According to alumni representative to the DTF, Doug Riddels, "We can not let that information about the applicant out because many of them have jobs other places and would not apply if they were guaranteed their confidentiality.

David McCaffery is an Evergreen Student
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Food storage tips for students

WASHINGTON, DC--The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Meat and Poultry Handbook may have taken information from parents and students with questions about the handling and storage of food in dorms. The handbook includes some food safety tips that the USDA offers for college food storage and cooking:

1) After grocery shopping, always take perishable food home quickly and refrigerate it within two hours. Don't stop by the library or visit a friend until this is done.

2) When using the microwave, follow product directions and plan for extra cooking time if you're in a dorm. Other equipment can drain current from the electrical circuit.

3) Leftover pizza, fried chicken, Chinese food, and other carry-outs should be refrigerated as soon as possible. Remember that perishable food should never be unrefrigerated more than two hours.

4) Never store foods on the window ledge, even if the weather is cool (not even that pizza box). Buildings radiate heat, making the sill warmer than the outside temperature. Storing a metal box to protect food from birds and animals could act as an "oven" in direct sunlight.

5) "Care packages" of food from home are a good idea. But be sure to check any can or package labels to see if the products require refrigeration after opening.

Rape workshop scheduled

EVERGREEN--According to 1988 FBI statistics, one out of three women will be raped at some time in their lifetime in the United States. The National Sexual Assault Coalition stated in 1989: one out of six boys are victims of incest or other sexual assault before their eighteenth birthday.

Todd Denny invites all to a workshop co-sponsored by the Counseling and Health Center and Housing on Tuesday, Oct. 22, 7 to 9 pm in the Lower Commons. This workshop is designed to help us better understand rape and its effects on both men and women, to look at definitions of rape and societal factors which allow the existence of rape.

Participants will explore beliefs and behaviors which contribute to our "rape culture," and a vision of a rape-free culture and strategies to get there.

F.I.S.T. workshop begins

EVERGREEN--Student Affairs is pleased to offer F.I.S.T. (Feminists In Self-defense Training) workshops each quarter this year. Female students, staff, and faculty are welcome to attend free of charge.

The Fall Quarter workshop will be held on Thursday, Oct. 24, from 5:30 to 8:30 pm in CAB 110. This three-hour class covers information, physical and verbal self-defense practices, and includes a discussion period.

The workshop can accommodate up to 35 women. F.I.S.T. directly at 438-0288 to reserve a space; leave a message on the answering machine if necessary.

The next meeting is scheduled for April. If you have questions please call 866-7640, or put ideas, need, wishes, whether you are frustrated as a parent at TESC. Put your frustrations as a parent at TESC. Put your

First fire drill Nov. 4

EVERGREEN--The first Fire Blood Drive of this academic year will be on Nov. 4 from 10 am to 4 pm in the Library Lobby. Any Sound Blood Bank relies heavily on TESC donations. Your contribution is very important!

F.O.T.L. hosts celebration

EVERGREEN--The rejuvenated Evergreen Friends of the Library are hosting a gala event celebrating Russia and the republics of the former Soviet Union on Nov. 3 at 3 pm. A lecture by faculty member Tom Rainey, entitled "Perspectives for Democracy in the Soviet Union" will be featured. Gela Sulakshvili, former ember of the Georgia's Electoral Commission, will respond to the lecture and faculty member Patricia Krackow will perform music. The event will launch a membership drive for Friends of the Library. For more information call Pat Matheny-White, x6256.

Public hearing on sanctuary

OLYMPIA--The Washington Outer Coast Sanctuary Coalition held a public hearing to be held at 7 pm, Nov. 12 in the General Administrative Building, located at 11th and Columbia.

The Coalition encourages you to attend and express your views on the designation of the Outer Coast of Washington as national marine sanctuary. For more information call the Coalition at 352-2858 or write: P.O. Box 6106, Olympia, WA 98502.

Student-parent wishes

EVERGREEN--A single parent working to establish a parent support network on campus has placed three bright-red "Student-Parent Wish Boxes" in the CAB, the Cover, and the Child Care Center. These boxes are for you to vent your frustrations as a parent at TESC. Put your ideas, need, wishes, whatever you are interested in helping to establish a network, and/or your phone number. Do you want free child care, a child-clothing trade, a support group, someone to call just to bitch? The information you provide will be helpful in deciding what is really needed and wanted. If you have any questions please call 866-7640, or put them in the Box.

Security Blotter

Tuesday, October 8

0028: Custodian reported two suspicious white boxes found while pushing a truck in the Library basement.

1736: Student reported a man obtaining a great deal of change, with a triggering device, from pop machine on the first floor of the Library.

1936: Vehicle accident reported on Overhulse Road. There were no injuries. 2934: Alumni reported his car broken into and stereo speakers stolen while parked in B-lot.

Wednesday, October 9

A newly signed contract for campus Security.

Thursday, October 10

0350: Person reported his truck broken into, while parked in C-lot and his back window, seat, and stereo stolen.

1914: Firefighters were called off K-Dorm due to a burnt hot dog. Firefighters arrived on the scene.

1914: Firefighters complained about smoking in a non-smoking area in the A-Dorms (common area). No arrests were made.

2019: Above same K-Dorm fire alarm went off due to burnt bagels from Roni-Roni. Firefighters were called back.

Friday, October 11

1315: Fire alarm went off in U-Dorm due to burnt toast.

1357: Person reported her car's tires and rag top slashed while parked in F-lot.

Saturday, October 12

0430: Teachers lounge in the CAB found locked.

1504: Fire alarm in N-Dorm went off due to burnt toast. Firefighters arrived on the scene.

0245: Possible alcohol overdose was reported in N-Dorm. 911 was called, but found unlocked.

0430: Teachers lounge in the CAB found locked.

2934: Alumni reported his car broken into and stereo speakers stolen while parked in F-lot.

0028: Custodian reported two suspicious white boxes found while pushing a truck in the Library basement.

1736: Student reported a man obtaining a great deal of change, with a triggering device, from pop machine on the first floor of the Library.

1936: Vehicle accident reported on Overhulse Road. There were no injuries. 2934: Alumni reported his car broken into and stereo speakers stolen while parked in B-lot.

Monday, October 14

1736: Person reported a man picking up, dropping, and breaking cement bicycles, parking slots in front of the of Health Services main entrance.

2046: Woman reported her car unsuccessfully broken into and nothing taken.

2100: Person found sleeping on the fourth floor of the Library building

Security preformed 86 public services (undo, escort, jump start, etc.) this week.

New software co. formed

SAN FRANCISCO--Apple Computer, Inc. and IBM announced the formation of a new software company they believe will be instrumental in creating the next generation of computers for the mid to late 1990s. The joint venture will develop and license a new genre of software that greatly simplifies programming and allows an easier customization of software programs.

Chamber of horrors staged

EVERGREEN--On Sunday, Oct. 26, the TESC library building will be transformed into a Chamber of Horrors with two stages for music and entertainment. Listen and dance to live music, walk through the haunted house (children under 12 must be accompanied by a parent), view videos on the big screen or celebrate in the Children's Pumpkin Patch. Prices for costumes will be $4 students, $6 general and $12 families, tickets available at the Evergreen Bookstore, Haunted House and Pumpkin Patch will be open 7 pm to 11 pm, music and stage entertainment 8 pm to 2 am. Safe and supervised Halloween activities will be provided. Child care is available. Please call to register your child at x6220.

Computer Center hours update

EVERGREEN--Computer Center hours will be extended. The computer center previously announced that it would be cutting it's hours due to budgetary constraints. They would now like to announce that for the time being these reductions will be delayed.

Recycling information

EVERGREEN--Recycling correction and update. In last weeks issue (Oct. 10 CPJ, Pg.3) the title of George Leagoo was reported incorrectly. His correct title is Building and Grounds Maintenance Supervisor. Regarding the hiring of a recycling Program Coordinator the deadline for applications has been extended to October 21 by the Human Resource Services Office.
Campus drug issues bear examination

by Melissa Weispfenning

Drugs have been a part of Evergreen's culture since its beginning as a less public, less condoned but generally accepted part of experimenting and learning. There are ideals about taking drugs passed down to us from our hippie forbears which clearly say that it's okay to indulge in order to enhance our understanding and sensitivity to the world. Those were the good ol' days....

This implies responsibility and choice, and indeed, people do experiment with drugs without forming habits or harming themselves or others. But what the college in general has not acknowledged are the people here who are abusing drugs or those who have abused drugs in the past and are in ongoing recovery. For these people, drugs (and alcohol is considered a drug) are a serious problem which requires the kind of environment where they can get help and keep recovering.

We do have a growing program here, headed by Sharon Smith of the Counseling Center and supported by students, which tries to meet the needs of the folks who abuse, those in recovery, and those who abstain from drug use. Not out to blast the Evergreen community with anti-drug slogans—which would surely have more negative effect than positive—this program seeks to support and empower the people who need it in simple and effective ways.

One innovative group of students who work on assessing these needs, and implementing activities, is The Jurassic Group. Made up of students, the Jurassic Group has implemented such things in the past as the drug and alcohol-free housing (most successful in the country), the Jurassic Cafe, and the Greeners Against Drunk Driving campaign.

This year, the Jurassic Group needs a new batch of students to brainstorm on activities and how to carry those out. This is a great place for people in recovery, ACOA's or anyone interested in dependence and recovery issues to find support and make a difference to the campus. Anyone interested should contact the Counseling Center, x6800. Better yet, attend our meetings on Wednesdays, 6 pm, in Seminar 2109.

The Self-esteem and Recovery Group is another resource for students. Accommodating the needs of the members, this group provides tools which encourage recovery and a positive image. This is a safe place to find support and understand. Although this group is full for fall quarter, it will be offered again in the winter.

AcA and NA programs are also available on campus this year, and once again, people can contact the Counseling Center for more information.

Melissa Weispfenning is the Substance Abuse Prevention Intern, and can be reached at x9080.

Those were the good ol' days....

Theodore Hart reminds us of warmer days...before Wednesday's downpours. photo by David Mattingly

PSYCHOLOGY, COUNSELING & SOCIAL WORK
GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR DIRECTORY
TESC Library 2000 WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23 1 pm to 4 pm

ANTIOCH UNIVERSITY SEATTLE offers three pathways to a Master of Arts degree in Psychology:
Counseling Human Resources Development Individualized
Also available at Antioch Seattle:
BA Completion Program, and graduate programs in Whole Systems Design, Education, & Management.

CHAPMAN UNIVERSITY
MA in Psychology:
• Pre-Clinical
• Counseling
• Marriage, Family, Child Counseling
• Evening Classes
• Accelerated Terms
• Accredited
• Quality Faculty
• Competitive Rates
Programs Designed for Working Adults

LIOS
Beyond Traditional Graduate Education
Since 1973, this unique graduate program has met the rapidly changing needs of people in business, professional or human service careers who want to be highly competent professionals and leaders.

LIOS / City University
1450 114th Ave. SE Suite 230
Bellevue, WA 98004-6934
phone 206-635-1187

Eastern Washington University Department of Applied Psychology Graduate Programs
The degree programs available through the department are: counseling, psychology, community college teaching, counselling and development (school counseling) and special education. Each degree program addresses the changing nature of the society and professional requirements.

California Institute of Integral Studies A Graduate School where intellect, intuition, and the ageless wisdom of diverse cultures converge
Accredited M.A. and Ph.D. programs in: Clinical & Counseling Psychology Drama Therapy • Integral Counseling Psychology • Integral Health Studies East-West Psychology Organizational Development & Transformation • Philosophy & Religion • Social & Cultural Anthropology Somatic Psychology

Admissions Officer Diane Gribben will be on campus for the grad school fair October 25.

Pacific Lutheran University invites you to come learn about our Master's programs in the field of counseling:
Master of Arts in Education: Counseling and Guidance
and Master of Social Science degree in Marriage and Family Therapy, accredited by the AAMFT
Representatives will be at TESC's Graduate School Fair Oct. 25.

University of Washington School of Social Work
Representatives Anthony Ishikawa, Associate Dean, and John Armstrong, Director of Admissions, will be available to discuss the Masters in Social Work (MSW) and PhD. programs at the Graduate School Fair.
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

It's the least expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. Plus if you get your Calling Card now, you'll also get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling. And you'll become a member of AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time and money.

The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.

*Offer for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices effective 2/16/91. Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June 30, 1992.

©1991 AT&T
Cooper Point Journal October 17, 1991
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Classic is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer, Inc.

Macintosh Classic

Save more on a complete 

Apple Macintosh LC 

Macintosh LC 

Save more when you buy both 

The Evergreen State College Bookstore 
Mon-Thurs 8:30am-6pm 
Fri 8:30am-9pm 
Sat 10am-2pm

SAG holds open house

News

by Emily Vincent and Michael Jackson

The Evergreen State College chapter of the Washington Public Interest Research Group (WashPIRG) had its first General Interest Meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 9. It was a great success, with a record turnout of an estimated 85 people, twenty more than at any past meeting of the Evergreen chapter since the organization began at TESC in 1983.

Since WashPIRG began at the University of Washington in 1975, the organization has grown to become the largest grassroots consumer lobbying group in this state, with over thirty thousand members.

This year's organizer for WashPIRG on the Evergreen campus, Andrew Gannett, kept a low profile while students O'Delle Lariviere and Chris Stone ran the meeting. The General Interest Meeting (GIM) began with an introduction of everyone present telling which consumer product they would do away with. Students listed everything from disposable diapers to styrofoam cups to coffee.

After the introductions, Rick Bunch, the executive director of WashPIRG from the Seattle office, stood up and spoke to the group. He mentioned Vietnam, and how students played a major part in ending the war through protests. Bunch stated that the effect of student actions then suggests that students today can have a major impact on our environmental, hunger and homelessness problems.

Following Rick's speech, the three committee leaders for the main issues on the WashPIRG agenda this quarter were introduced.

First, Kathleen O'Brian, the committee coordinator for the Hunger and Homelessness project, presented a plan for a Third World/First World dinner on Nov. 16 to raise funds from community members for the hungry and homeless people of Thurston county. A First World/Third World dinner feeds the people in attendance either a "First World" meal, perhaps meat and potatoes, or a "Third World" meal, possibly of rice. Which meal people receive is chosen at random. The intent of feeding such different dishes is to cause a change in people's consciousness of the difference between First World and Third World diets, and between the well fed and the hungry.

Next, Oliver Moffat, the committee coordinator for toxic use reduction, informed the group that since 1965, the use of toxic chemicals in the U.S. has increased 25 times, an almost exponential growth in the use of pesticides and other hazardous chemicals. Moffat claimed that today, 1400 pounds of toxins are produced in this country for every man, woman, and child every year. From that, nearly 99 percent of all Americans register high levels of toxics in their body tissues, built up over years of exposure to toxic chemicals. He then talked about a plan for a table set up in the CAB on a weekly or monthly basis, at which students would write letters to the President, Congress, and local representatives about environmental and social problems.

Last, the committee coordinator for Elementary Environmental education, Jen Conklin, talked about how folks think that the future is hopeless—that environmental destruction will wipe out the earth. Jen affirmed that there is hope with the children. WashPIRG's goal for the Elementary Environmental Education project is to train volunteers with environmental knowledge, who would then present information on environmentalism to elementary school students, or to elementary school teachers, to then teach environmentalism to their students.

After the presentations, people were asked to meet with the committee that they wanted to help with. The committee coordinators answered questions, and then organized the volunteers for the projects.

SAG is to direct the organization toward an agenda of a resource center for students. I know that the campus art scene can be very factional and divided among its disciplines. Rarely do photographers and ceramicists find much in common, yet in the reality of the external arts climate most artists have similar economic, political, and expressionistic challenges to face. It would do the art world a lot of good to have a generation of artists with a broader knowledge of not only mediums, but concerns, whether formal or social, and tactics for survival.

A reminder: On Monday Oct. 21, at 2 pm, we are going to change the show in the CAB cases. If you are entering the PhotoCopy Show, call me at the Gallery office, or bring the work to the CAB cases at 2 pm. The PhotoCopy Show is open to anyone who wants to submit an entry, (or more) on the priceless of expression. Also for those people who have work up now, you can pick it up at 2 pm if you like.

Garth Colasurdo is a frequent contributor to the CPU.
Five years to live for $20,000 in jewelry

by Inga Muscio

I: Do you ever put a hat on a bed?
J: Uh-huh, Not now. Not if I can help it.
I: Why not?
J: Why tempt fate?
I: Tell me about a town somewhere.
J: I always liked Casper, Wyoming. I lived there for a while. I got a couple good grizzly stories up there.
I: You really did that?
J: Ya. For twenty years. First one [factory] I got in was in 1963, in Van Nuys. I hit the whole valley in Southern California. You know, I started working myself. I ended up robbing a jewelry store called LaChelles. I got busted for that, got a five to ten. Ended up doing four years on that one.
I: Did they get alot of jewels?
J: Doo-wop, ya. I guess so. We got $20,000 worth of jewels and sold them for $2,000. Me and my wife and my sister-law did that.
I: Did they go to jail, too?

Grizzly bears under attack

by John Wafflers

The grizzly (actua!y horribus) has been one of the most celebrated, threatened predators in recent times. With conflicting reports of grizzly bear populations averaging 200-400 bears in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE), it was a great shock when I found out last spring that Montana has hunted grizzly for years. The controversial hunt of a species which has been listed as threatened since 1975 has gone up against fierce environmental opposition, especially during recent Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks authorization of a first ever spring hunt. Grizzles in the wild, and meeting with U.S. Forest Service officials and private ranchers, I can assure you that the grizzly should definitely remain on the Threatened List and must not, under any circumstances, be taken off the list through the process of special interest groups such as ranchers.

The recently revised USFWS Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan of 1982 is the first attempt to remove the protection of the Endangered Species Act for grizzly populations surviving near Glacier and Yellowstone National Parks. Every year in Montana more grizzly bear habitat is roamed, har vested, and made useless for the grizzly. The Recovery Plan violates basic principles of conservation biology and attempts to provide a political solution to a biological problem. Instead of setting recovery zone boundaries to allow for adequate population numbers and genetic interchange between subpopulations, the plan limits itself to the same parameters that listed the grizzly as threatened with extinction in 1975.

The anthropocentrism of the human race has already allowed countless species extinctions. The ubiquitousness of such federal agencies as USFWS and the U.S. Forest Service in recovery of the grizzly cannot be tolerated. The grizzly, as well as other vertebrate and invertebrate species, have a right to exist. Although the "great bear" may have won one round through a ban on hunting, the species is faced daily with extinction by the extraction of natural resources in its habitat area and the most destructive species on Earth—man.

John Wafflers is a former Utah grizzly hunter, and is now a member of the Environmental Resource Center, s704.

Wheatgrass: Joy of juice

by Karen Alexander

As a macrobiotic vegetarian who derives great joy from being as sanctimonious, offensively special interest groups as possible to my non-heralindous friends, I Caucas with great glee every time I manage to coax one of them into trying the most tasty, healthfully disgusting elixir that also happens to be one of the best possible things in the universe for your body; wheatgrass juice.

Wheatgrass juice is a chlorophyll- and live enzyme-rich liquid containing many important nutrients that are immediately assimilated by the body. Wheatgrass juice, which essentially tastes like liquified lawn clippings, is a powerful medicine of some twisted law of nature which states that the more repulsive and disgusting a food item tastes, the better it is for you.

Drinking wheatgrass juice is an extremely fun thing to do with unappealing, unenthusiastic friends. I recently coaxed one such soul into consuming a one-ounce shot of the sweet-smelling green stuff.

"Well, what do you think," I asked after he stopped grimacing and writhing.

"Gee," he answered.
Sherrif's Department: Where are real devils?

by Chris Bader

In this third installment of a series, Chris continues the story of the 1988-89 Ingram case, which reflects the operations of the Thurston County Sheriff's Department were accused of being members of a satanic cult that sexually abused children.

Paul and Sandra Ingram beaded what many Americans would call the perfect family. Devout Christians, they were faultless members of the Church of the Living Water in downtown Olympia, along with their two daughters, Erika and Julie. Paul was a pillar of the community; chief civil deputy of the Thurston County Sheriff's office and an influential member of the county Republican party.

The Olympia community was shocked to read in the Nov. 29, 1988 issue of the Daily Olympian that Paul had been arrested on counts of child abuse. If a good Christian man, sheriff's deputy and political leader was a child molester, who could ever be trusted? The community would hear even more frightening allegations about Ingram over the next few months, however. Ingram's actions, wasn't at all the man he appeared to be. He admitted that he was not really a Christian but a satanic diabolist, a strong influence on his and perhaps even people. He had not molested one child, but several children, and not in the home of the Ingalls, but in the school yard.

And, worst of all, the victims were his own children...

The only thing against Paul Ingram can be traced back to a retreat at the Black Lake Bible Camp in West Olympia in August of 1988. The retreat was sponsored by the Living Waters church. Ingram's two daughters, Erika, 22, and Julie, 18, were in attendance. After listening to several inspirational speakers, many of the retreat gathered in a circle to discuss abuse that they had experienced during their lifetime. It was sometime during this discussion that Erika broke down and, under uncontrollable sobs, revealed that her father had been sexually abusing her since she was a child.

Julie later corroborated Erika's claim of molestation, but added that the abuse had been at the hand of several men. She claimed that, since the age of four, she had been gang raped by her father and his friends who occasionally gathered at the Ingram home for poker games. Based on the accusations of his daughters, Ingram was arrested in November and detectives were assigned to interrogate him.

During his first interview, Ingram admitted to hosting the despicable poker parties and named several other employees of the sheriff's department as being participants in the game.

Although he named several people, he especially implicated Jim Rabie, a retired detective and Ray Rischi, a State Patrol mechanic. Both men had been friends of Ingram's for years.

Risch and Rabie were arrested soon after Ingram's first interview. The two men maintained their innocence throughout the investigation, however, forcing county detectives to focus their efforts on gathering testimony from the Ingram children.

As more interviews were conducted with Paul, his wife Sandra, and all of the Ingram children, the story became increasingly tangled. Charges and counter-charges flew. Erika accused her mother of participating in the abuse. Julie claimed that her brother, Chad, had molested her. Chad denied his sister's allegations but added his own charges against his father and Jim Rabie. Paul Jr. talked of being raped by several men.

Then the final piece of the puzzle emerged. the devil himself. One after another, family members began to reveal that the abuse had not taken place merely for the perceived sexual pleasure, but as part of Ingram's activities and membership in a satanic cult.

In Dec. 1988, a conversation with Sheriff's department detectives, Ingram readily admitted to being a satanist and visited a ceremony that he claims to have attended with Rischi, Rabie and another mutual friend, Gary Edwards (not the father of the same name). Though hazy on specific dates or locations, he recalled standing near a fire, with a person that he thought might be "the devil" or "the devil's" standing next to him. Around his waist was an apron decorated with an upside down cross. He could hear wailing and moaning all around him.

During the conversation, he says, he sacrificed a cat by slicing its stomach open and pulling out its heart. A "high" interrupted him; "the devil" threw a blue ball to Rabie, who passed it to Rischi's girlfriend, Dana, watched over the ceremony. As a reward for performing the sacrifice, Ingram was allowed to have sex with Dana and a woman he identified as Edward's girlfriend.

In a Jan. 1988 interview with the Seattle Times, Ingram's wife, Sandra, added her own stories of satanic activities, including an especially bizarre instance in which Jim Rabie supposedly held her by one hand and had held an open book in the other. Blood purportedly flown from the book across his chest and on to her.

Julie and Erika added that they had been forced to have ritualistic abortions and that Rischi had walked up their vaginas. Chad, one of Ingram's sons, described demonic faces hovering near his window.

As the Ingram case moved from being a simple, though no less disturbing, case of parental sexual abuse, to one of animal sacrifice, ritual abuse and satanicism, lawyers for both men maintained their innocence until the day they were tried...
Evergreen's forgotten cause: the elderly

by Dante Salvatierra

The University is a unique State College, a school on the cutting edge of social awareness. We pride ourselves in our progressive open-minded attitudes and thrive in the world of alternative education. We work hard to make the world a happier place for all and are aware of the oppression of all types all around the globe.

A week ago, I could not name a progressive or a cause that we Greenwooders hadn't formed a front for. From the community, the facilities, and the cultural misconceptions about rape.

Most of us feel okay about our manhood—be it for low-income women. This simply means that women who qualify for state-subsidized abortions or for low-income women. This simply means that women who qualify for state-subsidized abortions or state-provided health care. In order to do so, we must ensure that a woman will always be able to choose her own body and her own health.

Most of us feel okay about our manhood, but have not always been able "measure up." After all, we are still victims of rape, and that men and women must work together to stop rape.

All of us are well-meaning people, who do not intend to mistreat others. Yet, because of this, it is easier to blame the victim (she asked for it) than the reality of what we do. As men, we all need to be aware of the issues on which you will be exercising this freedom. I wish I could talk about the dreams and nightmares. We learned that the state of Washington, a woman's existing right to perform them. One of the most misunderstood features of Initiative 120 is that it is not about abortion, but about women's rights, and accept a "No" at any cost. We can stop sexual assault and other forms of sexual harassment (primarily Date Rape) with other forms of sexual assault (other than rape) by using the law and being matched only by our resistance to get help.

The part of the being a "real man" is knowing women as they really are, separate from our conditioned attitudes and reclaim new lives. This is the only thing: life is. Truly listening can bring tremendous competition for our beliefs, the men as equals to the women.

The second replied, "No, I think it's to Olympia."

"I think this is Olympia," she said. Close, it was Tumwater. I looked around the lobby area and I felt a very strange, almost茔able feeling of being washed over from the walls of the little rooms and hallways of the real home. The facility seemed clean and the women I met. She should have been and the residents respecting us. "We couldn't help but look for your husband, according to the women who were being held high prices to spend their last days in relative isolation from the world and their families.

The two women on the couch looked at me and smiled. The lady with the walker also saw a glint in her eye and a slow lurch around a turn towards me. A man with a hunch-back and an oxygen tube in his mouth could be seen breathing to take a drink from a water fountain. These women were lovely, bored, sick, and lonely. I listened to them as they passed on. No one should spend their last days, or any of their days, in isolation as Trudy Linda points. No one in such an affluent nation as ours should worry about being able to afford a decent home. Something must be done soon, for these people are not only our grandparents, but in the future of our parents, and inevitably ourselves.

Men must conquer culture to prevent rape

by Todd Deeny

The issue is written for men. Men can stop rape. As a man I find this easier to accept than most women. Why is it that all of us have not come to realize that no one involved with a Men Against Rape group on this campus? I think it's because we are conditioned into adopting attitudes toward women.

As long as it did not consume monies for low-income women. This simply means that women who qualify for state-subsidized abortions or state-provided health care. In order to do so, we must ensure that a woman will always be able to choose her own body and her own health. This simply means that women who qualify for state-subsidized abortions or state-provided health care. In order to do so, we must ensure that a woman will always be able to choose her own body and her own health. The safety of abortions is also covered in this legislation by a clause stating that only physicians may perform them. One of the most misunderstood features of Initiative 120 is that it is not about abortion, but about women's rights, and accept a "No" at any cost. We can stop sexual assault and other forms of sexual harassment (primarily Date Rape) with other forms of sexual assault (other than rape) by using the law and being matched only by our resistance to get help.

The part of the being a "real man" is knowing women as they really are, separate from our conditioned attitudes and reclaim new lives. This is the only thing: life is. Truly listening can bring tremendous competition for our beliefs, the men as equals to the women.

The second replied, "No, I think it's to Olympia."

"I think this is Olympia," she said. Close, it was Tumwater.
Response

Harmful or humorous?

This letter is in response to all the negative images and references (and covert) of and to women in the last two issues of the CPJ. I was quite disappointed to see “The Anarchist” “artwork” of a totally unreal-looking woman. I thought it was the CPJ, not an 8 1/2 by 11 page, that was necessary to see this woman on campus, but her image scars me enough into SUBMITting this letter. Speaking of images, although Josh Remis and Brent MacNeil wrote a short tongue in cheek description of themselves as “NEO-FASCIST, MISOGYNIST, MONOCULTURAL, INSENSITIVE, TOTALITARIAN, ETHNOCENTRIC, ASSHOLES,” the images they drew spoke louder than the “harmless” joke they told. I am not being sarcastic, however I find the description of themselves rather accurate due to the fact they even submitted their material to the CPJ. Looks like the joke is on them.

Here’s another one for you. Did you ever hear the one about Dante Salvatierra? Oh yes, that’s right, he made that story a matter of public record at some point last year. My roommate found it “disturbing,” I did not really know what to make of it. The only thing I found disturbing was that he’s a journalist’s journalist abilities. If we are going to be expected to write and edit, we need to be only hoping he improves. Maybe he needs a few lessons in journalistic good taste (perhaps the same ones from eating all those used frozen bananas).

My expectation is that they continue the effort to produce more quality thought-provoking material. 

Laura Serrano

Boys and girls controversy continues

I wish to reply to what I believe was unfair criticism of Academic Dean Les Wong. In a recent letter to the Student Orientation Committee by Tod Streeter, in his conversation with Wong in the Oct. 10 CPJ, and by Jennifer Maddoff and Cynthia Halper in their response letter in the same issue. They imply that Wong’s comments about stereotyping men “we need to scare parents” into a discussion of Gloria Anzaldúa’s Borderlands and the comparable problematicness of “freak episode” in bringing up issues of homosexuality. Much of Mr. Maddoff’s and Ms. Halper’s writing were antigay and antilebian remarks or beliefs.

I believe that I would like to educate both students and their parents about gay, lesbian, and bisexual issues; further, I believe that in this education of these issues requires acceptance of certain realities. Unfortunately, one of those realities is that some people have discomfort about issues of sexuality.

Streeter says that Wong’s quote implies that homosexuality is bad and scary, and it’s not. I agree, it isn’t, but what is the purpose of this statement for someone else. Although I don’t understand some people’s fear of gays, lesbians, and lesbians, I recognize the reality of its existence. I believe the committee understood that reality.

Recognizing that some people do fear this issue does not suggest that homosexuality should be considered scary, rather, it allows us to know how we should attempt to educate these people as effectively as possible.

I am neither defending nor condemning the decision not to use the book. It is possible, as Maddoff and Halper say, that Orientation is the perfect time and Borderlands the perfect book to invite people to discuss homosexual issues. If this is the case, then the most we can say about Wong and the committee is they are correct in their judgment in rejecting the book. It is also possible that committee members had not discussed this book before such, leading them to disregard the book. I, among many others, would be very concerned if this were true.

I hope the committee does give further consideration to the book for next year’s Orientation Seminars, and if it rejects the book again, it should be prepared to suggest ways it does deem suitable.

Submission deadline is Friday noon.

Volunteer

CPJ misses the point

In response to your photo of the Lesbian Temptation/Conversion Center on October 7, in last week’s CPJ, we, the organizers who created both—two of whom you photographed (Camilla was in the fabulous Stars and Stripes and Kelli Morgan was dressed in a safari suit)—are distressed by being referred to as “Campus Lesbians.” Men who were not even accompanied by us at the time of the event (there was much more than an “information booth,” it was an active confrontation of the stereotype of lesbians trying to recruit straight women. We know we touched lots of lesbians, and we got the impression that it made a lot of people nervous. We were asking those very people to think about how they viewed lesbians. We hope we got them thinking.

Camilla Eckerfeld
Kelli Robison

"not nice" not correct

John Wilkie’s article in the October 7 issue of the CPJ accurately depicts the events in question at the Lesbian Temptation Conversion Center. However, the security person quoted as saying Thurston County deputies are “not nice,” who overheard Wilkie’s interaction, is incorrect. What was overheard was the statement “I don’t know why they get all the hype, it’s not like our homes are eating all those used frozen bananas). (possibly to get rid of the bad taste from what he writes, I’m only里 hearing the one about Dante Salvatierra’s weirdness, not an important image to me as all this: campus is not as safe for gay, and lesbian and bisexual students as it is for straight students. It has time come for gay, lesbian, and bisexual students to stand up for their equal share at Evergreen. Why do we not have a gay/lesbian studies program at Evergreen? It must be harmfulness being among some of the faculty. It has time come to demand a safe environment, and to have a safe environment we need education for students and faculty on homophobia. We can accomplish this through gay/lesbian studies program, and by hiring more gay/lesbian teachers who are out.

Education is the only way to stop homophobia at Evergreen. Educate and speak out against the ignorance done to the gay and lesbian community. Let’s all work together to fight racism and education and homophobia on campus. Let the people know that whoever wrote those statements on the giant closet is wrong and must be called to task, and that in part the administration and faculty are at fault. They help breed homophobia in any case for the ignorance gay and lesbian authors in the curriculum and not having discussions on homophobia in classrooms. Together, my fellow gay, lesbian, bisexual students, and straight students, more awareness to learn and grow in this college.

Brian Keith
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Workers disappear in Phillipines

by Jeff Crane

Many activists are singled out by government forces and are "disappeared" or suffer some other form of human rights abuse. Rape and torture are common.

Josefa Padcayan was a government nurse before she became involved in community work. On November 16, 1989 she and two companions went to villages in Zamundungan Valley in Cagayan province to deliver relief goods. At the time there were intense military operations in the area against the NPA, and the three women were "disappeared" by members of the government forces.

Josefa Padcayan's family tried to send copies to the Embassy expressing concern for the safety of Josefa Padcayan and her two companions, express alarm that the habeas corpus petition remains unanswered, and their whereabouts unaccounted for some 20 months after their arrest; express concern that the court appears to have accepted the military's denial that they had been in their custody, despite their earlier statement that they had indeed been arrested by the 17th Infantry Battalion; ask whether the discrepancy in these two statements has now been clarified and whether the three women's whereabouts are known.

Write to:
President Corazon Aquino
Malacauga Palace
Manila, Philippines

Ambassador Emmanuell Pelaez
Embassy of the philippines
167 Massachusetts Ave, NW 20036

Jeff Crane writes a regular Amnesty International column.

Columns

Leisure lawn games begin

by Rebecca Randall

Evergreen Croquet? It started out as a joke, or was it a bad dream? nedness to say it is here, in one form or another. Evergreen Croquet, that’s right, the brain child of a few souls in desperate need of some serious tension relief, is in the midst of a struggle to become an actual club on campus.

Originally the group, known as the Leisure Sports Division, had set its sights upon Nort Bungee, but due to the lack of that commercial endorsement thing, so they soon looked into other options. Lawn darts were ruled out last spring because the late night practices were causing near fatal accidents in modular housing. The only sensible, and remaining option was that of donning white garb, having 4 o’clock shadows and whacking balls. If you are interested in checking out croquet; no skills are necessary, but white clothing and iced tea are preferred. Contact Molly McCloy at 866-2534, or drop a line to the CPJ office (LIB 2510) for Rebecca.

Spring activities may also include, but are not limited to; mountain bike polo, and lacrosse on rollerblades [just like that science fiction classic Solorbollies.].

Rebecca Randall is a member of the Evergreen Croquet team.

Response

Anarchist, from page 9

As per the specific charges: I love a good conspiracy theory as much as the next Greenie but unlike Michael Grutchfield, I went at least a little information to back it up. Who says the book is a Federal Bureau of Investigation project? Where is the documentation? Has he tried to use the Freedom of Information Act to confirm this? Is there some hidden fountain of knowledge that only "true anarchists" have access to? With my current opinion of the F.B.I., it wouldn’t take a whole lot to sway my sentiment but I certainly need more than someone’s word. If everyone who considers him/herself an anarchist knows about this "hoax" then it shouldn’t be difficult for Michael to produce some evidence.

It’s quite an intriguing idea, but I can’t find any verification that The Anarchist Cookbook was published as a F.B.I. plot. There are, however, several holes in that theory.

Using the Anarchist Cookbook’s extensive bibliography, I did the old compare and contrast routine, revealing that Che Guevara’s instructions on converting a shotgun into a grenade launcher remain unchanged from his classic manual, Guerrilla Warfare. The Molotov cocktail schematics are accurate. The marijuana cultivation instructions are consistent with established botanical norms, and Ho Chi Minh’s poetry remains intact. It seems the organizations deny any involvement with the Illuminati were involved? (Pick your own conspiracy.) I don’t know and I certainly need more than someone’s word. If "everyone who believes that Michael Grutchfield does either. Without proof, it’s all silly speculation. Read the book for yourself and remember: “This book is not for everyone who considers him/herself an anarchist. Without proof, it’s all silly speculation. Read the book for yourself and remember: "This book is not for
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**Suburbia** kicks off 'Films for the Marginal'

by Michael Grutchfield

Hello, I'm Mike Grutchfield, and I will be medically lobotomizing movies available on video tape. Before I get started, I should say a few things about myself, may gaffes, and my tastes in movies.

I am a fourth-year student at Evergreen, born and raised in New York City, but with enough radical intellectual education to keep me from getting the hell out. I have about 20 credits in video production and ten in film theory, but don't think I have the expertise to get into the business. I don't intend to get highly technical or theoretical in these reviews. Generally, I like movies that are "marginal": low budget, not made in Hollywood, tacky special effects, some amount of gratuitous sex and/or violence, some degree of income or black humor.

Some things you won't see in my reviews are non-different comedies, space operas, cop movies, Walt Disney films, movies with actors who are invited to appear (e.g. Kriss Kristofferson's first movies, movies that won't offend your grandma, movies that have Saturday morning cartoons based on them (which means I can't do Attack of the Killer Tomatoes, unfortunately), or big-name slasher movies like Friday the Thirteenth or Nightmare on Elm Street. You also won't see any entirely negative reviews, I don't believe in wasting space giving something I hate a lot of publicity—remember, there's no such thing as bad publicity (something the United Front Against Fascism would do well to keep in mind). This doesn't mean I'm uncritical; if Frankenhooker strikes me as being sexist and intends to make money off the marginal audience, then I'm going to say so. But I don't even mention movies I don't think are worth checking out.

Okay, I think you get the basic idea. This first video I am going to review is Suburbia, by Penelope Spheeris. If my memory of the credits is correct, Roger Corman was the Executive Producer, which means he gets his name from the front cover bigger than Spheeris'. This video, while not certainly of marginal interest, isn't too hard to find, even in the nowheresville of Olympia. You can rent it at Rainy Day Videos/Radio.

Penelope Spheeris, for those of you that have been living under a rock, was also the producer and director of the documentaries Decline of Western Civilization parts I and II. Part I was made around the beginning of the 80's and concerned the punk rock explosion in Los Angeles, Suburbia was made shortly afterwards and explores some of the same themes, but not in a documentary format.

Spheeris' Suburbia is a suburban version of the local punks and created a story for them to act out abot a group of kids trying to make an abandoned suburban movie. The result is one of the few authentic-feeling punk rock movies ever made. No doubt this effect is supported by the performances of D.I. ("Richie Hang Himself"), TSOL ("Darkler My Love"), and the Vandals (the classic "Legend of Pat Brown") on the soundtrack.

There are few or no real actors in Suburbia. The kids play themselves, a gang of rockers with non-linear haircuts known as "The Rejected" mostly runaways and abandoned and abused kids. They range in age from ten to seventeen. Their opponents (read "everyone else") are unemployed rednecks, concerned citizens, black cops, handicapped store owners, and (of course) their parents. These people probably aren't playing themselves (no one would inadvertently look so scummy), but they aren't "acting" either—they are the frustrated and disenfranchised of anold generation, taking out their problems on the kids.

You might think that the lack of people trained to read lines in front of a camera would make the acting flat. Indeed, a few emotional scenes are unconvincing. But generally, the real-life experience of these people translates to the screen, and it is easy to believe that this is all really happening.

For those accustomed to Hollywood, Suburbia will seem at times badly lit, hard to hear, and a bit slow-moving. The only one of the above I find frustrating is the sound—evidently the microphones were a bit cheap (did they use the same ones the bands had?). But by turning the volume way up and rewinding whenever you miss a line, you can get the full effect. The slow scenes may not progress the plot, but they do add to the feeling of frustration and boredom the movies is trying to convey in the first place.

In short, Suburbia is everything you remember from your punk phase: the music the films, the camoradure, the violence, the drugs, the danger, the naïve nihilism, the fashion, and the unhappy ending. It's all here. I dare you to watch this movie and not get a haircut as soon as possible afterwards.

Mike Grutchfield occupies space.

Crazoid screams for Metallica meat, boogies with Stu

by Andrew Hamlin

STARRING IN *HILL*: THE 500 BEST HEAVY METAL ALBUMS by Chuck Eddy

NEW YORK: HARMONY BOOKS 1991

Some of Monty Python Live at the Hollywood Bowl sage, but one scene that got me was Neile in his black cap, his hands covered in a mask—sitting at his grand piano. The loud movie quiets down, Neil tangles chords that sound like "I Don't Like Mondays," and the singer softly, "How sweet...to be an idiot..." and the audience cracks up. Chuck Eddy has seen his share of movies, he has taken this concept to heart, or maybe he had it before, except that he doesn't make fun of it. He's a sweet idiot who has lucked on to a publisher and while I would not like to be on the next wave of some fad, nor do I want to be flying his way, it is nonetheless refreshing, after a lengthy spunk through the entire black society text required to decode Greil Marcus' *Lemon in the Mountain*, or (God help us!) that stuff in anybody have Last Exit's eponymous debut, or White Witch's *A Spiritual Greeting*, although Lester preferred their eponymous album, although the kids have been living under a rock, was made shortly thereafter and explores some of the same themes, but not in a documentary format.
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Mike Grutchfield occupies space.

Crazoid screams for Metallica meat, boogies with Stu
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RALLY FOR INITIATIVE 136, the "cannabis initiative," today at noon at the State Capitol Campus.

"THE BIG KNIFE," a play by Clifford Odets, opens tonight and runs through Sunday at Pacific Lutheran University's Eastvold Auditorium. Sunday matinees at 2 pm; all other performances at 8 pm. Info: 535-7760.


FRIDAY NIGHT SPIRITUALITY SERIES presents Jaydena Dugan, professional astrologer, delivering a lecture on "Astrology and the Natural Law," tonight from 6:30 to 9:30 pm in Library 3500. Free. Sponsored by Innerplace and Radiance.

SEASON TICKETS for the "30 Seconds" lecture series at South Puget Sound Community College are on sale through today at the college. Scheduled events include the Tony-award winning musical Ainsi Minshara, a lecture by former U.N. ambassador Jeanie Kirkpatrick, and a special appearance by Shakespearean actress Claire Bloom. Tickets for the series $60/70/80, or $50/60/70 for students. Info: 754-7711 x306. 8586.

BILL DAVIE, "Fine songwriting and guitar," plays tonight at the Urban Onion in the Slightly West Tavern, 6423 Latona Avenue N.E. in Seattle, at 9 pm. Info: 525-2238.

TRAINING SESSION for people who desire new members for new activities. Visit their weekly meeting Wednesday at 7 pm in the Lounge and Steakhouse of Red Apple Natural Foods, 400 Cooper Point N.W. "It's not a life sentence. You feel? There may be a place for you on the Slightly West panel. Info: 866-6000 x879.

QUEER MEETING OF FRIENDS today and every Monday at 7 pm in the Lounge 2100 of the Library Building. For info contact the LGBTRC at 866-6000 x6544 (ask for Clif).

NEAL WOODALL plays "family style tunes" tonight at the Urban Onion in the Olympia Hotel. Reservations recommended. Info: 943-9342.

FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING for RAISE $500...$1000...$1500...$2000...$2500...$3000...$5000...$10,000...$20,000...$50,000...$100,000...$250,000...$500,000...$1,000,000...$5,000,000...$10,000,000...$50,000,000...$100,000,000...$500,000,000...$1,000,000,000. Info: 1-800-950-8472 ext. 50 for full information.


THE JURASSIC GROUP, a campus group promoting prevention of and recovery from drug and alcohol abuse, needs new members for new activities. Visit their weekly meeting Wednesday nights from 6 to 8 pm in the Seminar Building, Room 2109. For info contact the Counseling Center, 866-6000 x6800.

"SNAKE TALK: URGENT MESSAGES FROM THE MOTHER" is a one-woman show written and performed by Naomi Newman, playing tonight through October 26 at the Washington Center for the Performing Arts, at 8 pm each night, with a 2 pm matinee on the 25th. Newman also leads a post-show discussion on "Creation of Domestic Material from Life and Literature." Tickets and info: 753-8386.

WOMEN AND YEAST is a free lecture presented by Dr. Jennifer Booker, a naturopathic physician, today at 7 pm at Red Apple Natural Foods, 400 Cooper Point Road N.W. It's not a life sentence. You can disconnect the yeast connection." Info: 754-0104.

"STELLA," a dance performance featuring one hundred ticking metronomes, flowing tunes" tonight at the Urban Onion in the Slightly West, 6423 Latona Avenue N.E. in Seattle. The choreographer is Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker of Belgium. Info: 325-7901.
If we had twelve fingers: part two

by Claire Littlewood

All right. I arrived all in one piece, a shock to me. The big news here is Rugby, and the New Zealanders' national team, the "ALL BLACKS." They are defending their World Cup title. The Rugby matches got underway Oct. 3. The World Cup final is Oct. 18. The whole circle of the interior of the circle has been blackened (O). The third time, the whole circle is blanked ( ). The second time, half a circle ( )

Another observation: There are a lot of sheep here. And, as it's spring, quite a few lambs. The countryside is extremely lush and green, very similar to England. They all drive on the wrong side of the road, according to Americans. Their way of driving makes it hazardous for an unknown person, such as myself: "Look right, then left." Small cars and narrow winding roads combined with highway/motorways which are simply more-frequently traveled two-way roads.

Dunedin, in the South Island, where I'm staying right now, is a University town. The University of Dunedin caters to about 11,000 students, and is the largest University in New Zealand. It's known for producing top medical and law students. Dunedin is also known for its Cadbury Chocolate factory which people flock to tour. And Dunedin is an Albatross colony on the outskirts of town, featuring birds with up to 9-foot wingspans. New Zealand is in recession. Jobs are scarce. The government is realizing it can't support its people to the degree it used to. It is very common here for people, if they can't find jobs, to go out on the "dole," the dole being a monthly stipend that the government hands out to those unemployed. Cutbacks are now making itself in this and other social programs.

The government here is a Prime Minister and his/her cabinet. The main parties are the National Party and the Labor Party. The system of months having 30, 31, or even 28 days, and months not having an integral number of weeks.

One year has 12 ( 12 ) months plus 5/14 "lucky" days at the end of the year when they have a carnival. This way their year has 365-1/4 days. Clocks in Dozenland have a special mechanism so that at the end of every year, they automatically go backwards 1/4 of a day. Examine further the clocks in Dozenland, we observe that they have two outer rings along which small disks rotate.

The outermost disk, the month disk, rotates once in one year, and it is always a simple circle ( ). Summarizing, the clock in the drawing is saying that the time is 8 3/4 o'clock, that it is the 5th day of the week, the 17th day of the month and the 9th month of the year.

THE MATHMATICAL WITNESS

by Rafael Marino

Time in Dozenland

In Dozenland, people divide the day into 12 ( 12 ) hours, each of which is equal to 2 1/2 hours. Each hour is composed of 12 ( 12 ) minutes, and each minute is composed of 12 seconds. This way, one hour in Dozenland has 144 ( 144 ) seconds. The student continues dividing time in 12ths.

The hands of clocks in Dozenland move in the same direction as our clocks, but the hour hand is at the bottom of the clock at midnight and at the top at noon; it goes around the clock once in a day. The hour hand indicates the motion of the sun, and Dozenlandians - especially the ones that live near the Equator - can easily approximate what time of day it is by looking at the sun. Dozenlandians don't have to keep track of A.M. and P.M. Instead, by looking at their clocks, they know if it is morning or afternoon. Additionally, the numbers on the face of their clocks not only indicate hours but also minutes and seconds. What would correspond to the 12th hour is denoted by the "0" hour. When Dozenlandians want to refer to "3 minutes after midnight" they write 0 3, not our confusing "12:03 A.M."

The two outer rings of their clocks tell the day of the week and the day of the month. This is what a Dozenlandian clock looks like at 1 0:00 o'clock.

In Dozenland, we observe that they have two outer rings along which small disks rotate.

The innermost disk, called the day disk, goes around 2-1/2 times in a month. The first time around, the day disk is just a small circle ( ). The second time, half of the interior of the circle has been blackened ( ). The third time, the whole circle is blanked ( ). The second time, half a circle ( )

The hands of clocks in Dozenland divide time in 12ths.

The hands of clocks in Dozenland divide time in 12ths.

The hands of clocks in Dozenland divide time in 12ths.
Coven House by Cat Kenney

Genderbitch by Josh Remis

Jelkujin the Viper by Todd Tjersland

The Neverending State College by Paul H. Henry

Cooking for the Apocalypse by S. K. Gray

Bullets Are Cheap by Edward Martin III

Soylent Evergreen by Rachel Young

Shattered Daze by Scot A. Maxwell

FEARS OF THE CHEMICALLY ALTERED

Strip by Heather-Irene Davis

A Cliche' in Every Pot by Robert M. Cook

"The reason I have a 'holier than thou' attitude is that I am holier than thou."
YOUR WAY
We Know We Are Friends Because What We've Been Through
But Somehow To Me, Friends Should Do More Communicating Than You
Our Friendship Is One-Sided, Has It Always Been That Way?
I Feel That You Care, Although You Don't Say
I Think I Understand, Part Of Your Style
But When I Don't Hear From You, In A Long While
I Just Smile, And Say, That's Just His Way.

Sometimes You Are Scared, To Say How You Feel
For Some Reason It's Hard, For You To Reveal
A Part Of Yourself, You Want Nobody To Know

Will This Always Be? It's Hard To Tell
I Think It's Just Your Way

Your Way Is Fine, But I Wonder If Time
Will Somehow, Someway, Make You Mine.

It's A Silly Thought, But Deep Down In My Heart
You Will Always Be A Part,
And A Memory Of Mine

My Feelings For You Were So Wonderful
And True
And Those Same Feelings
I Felt From You

What Happened?
What Changed?
Was It Our Backgrounds,
Our Names?

It Seemed So Abrupt
Together One Day,
The Next We're Apart
Maybe It Wasn't Meant To Be,
Right From The Start

I Guess It's Just Your Way.

The Stranger

THE LONG EMBRACE

I will make tattoos of your touch
five daggers in my back
five petals on my heart
I will lay them in ink
more like shadows
and blur recollection
And that is my choice since you are not honest

Now the candles
we made
have burned
all their glow
and action is history

But two shadows are reacting their sketchery
to become
one stroke
one memory
five daggers blooming.